Down By The Creek Bank
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Verse
THERE’S CRICKETS AND TADPOLES, TURTLES AND FROGS
DOWN BY THE CREEK BANK BY THE OLD HOLLER LOG
THERE’S SPIDERS AND FIREFLIES, EARTHWORMS THAT CRAWL
DOWN BY THE CREEK BANK BY THE OLD HOLLER LOG

Half Chorus 1
GOD MADE THE ANIMALS BOTH GREAT AND SMALL
BUT I GUESS MY FAVORITE ONES OF THEM ALL

Verse
ARE CRICKETS AND TADPOLES, TURTLES AND FROGS
DOWN BY THE CREEK BANK BY THE OLD HOLLER LOG
THERE’S SPIDERS AND FIREFLIES, EARTHWORMS THAT CRAWL
DOWN BY THE CREEK BANK BY THE OLD HOLLER LOG

Chorus 1
GOD MADE THE ANIMALS BOTH GREAT AND SMALL
BUT I GUESS MY FAVORITE ONES OF THEM ALL
ARE CRICKETS AND TADPOLES, TURTLES AND FROGS
DOWN BY THE CREEK BANK BY THE OLD HOLLER LOG

Chorus 2
GOD MADE THE ANIMALS BOTH GREAT AND SMALL
BUT I GUESS MY FAVORITE ONES OF THEM ALL
ARE LIZARDS, GREEN SNAKES, TINY TREE FROGS
DOWN BY THE CREEK BANK BY THE OLD HOLLER LOG

Half Verse
THERE’S SPIDERS AND FIREFLIES, EARTHWORMS AND CRAWL
DOWN BY THE CREEK BANK BY THE OLD HOLLER LOG

Repeat Chorus 1
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